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Background to the Project
This report was commissioned by the Department of Health who required information on service users’ experiences of interaction with health and social care services. The service users covered in this report have long-term conditions and are of working age only (18-65). The study was directed towards exploration of following: epilepsy, Multiple Sclerosis (MS), Motor Neurone Disease (MND), Parkinson’s disease, brain injury, spinal cord injury, polio and cerebral palsy (the ‘target groups’). The study aimed to identify literature that contained evidence on ‘user experience of health and/or social care services’ within the target groups.

Aims and Objectives
The study aimed to provide an overview of the types of evidence that exist on ‘user experience’ of health and social care services. ‘Users’ in this case are people with long-term conditions. Given the short timetable (10 weeks in total), the main focus of the overview study is upon the experiences of service users in the target groups although it is hoped that the evidence may be sufficiently generalisable to be considered applicable to other people with other long-term conditions. Where possible, literature that has ‘key messages’ on user experiences of health and social care services outside the target groups was also reviewed. The primary purpose of the study is to gather evidence on user experiences of services to underpin other review work being undertaken concerning the experiences of people with long-term conditions. The main objective of the study is to identify and review the key studies on user experience of health and social care service use for each of the target groups.

Research Question
What is known from the existing literature about user* experiences of health and social care services?

*’Users’ in this study are in the following target groups only: people with Parkinsons’ disease, multiple sclerosis (MS) motor neurone disease (MND), brain injury, spinal cord injury, epilepsy, polio and cerebral palsy.

Concept Definition
1. Users’ experience
This term is used to denote experiences that users’ undergo at the interface with services. The services in question are the Health Service, (primary, secondary and tertiary care) and Social Services.

2. Users’ views
This term is used to denote service user’s views of the services provided by Health and Social Services (see 1 above).

3. Target groups
Motor Neurone Disease, Multiple Sclerosis, Parkinson’s Disease, Brain Injury, Epilepsy, Cerebral Palsy, Polio and Spinal cord Injury. The term ‘user experiences’ and ‘user views’ relate only to these target groups.

4. Exclusions

Population Groups: All patients/clients outside the target groups
Interventions: All intervention studies
Experience Areas: All areas not directly related to Health and Social Service patient/client interface
Publication Date: All studies published before 1993
Language: All studies published in languages other than English
Study Focus: Medical, pharmacological or biological research. Disease prevention research. Medical/ pharmacological intervention studies
Study Type: Reference works, book reviews, commentaries and PhD theses

5. Inclusions

Setting: All Health and Social Service patient/client interface settings, both in hospital, out-patient services and community services.
Publication location: Primary focus: UK studies. Secondary focus: studies published in English from other locations.
Methodology: Qualitative, ethnographic studies, patient/client view surveys, grey literature, studies published through target groups’ organisations, relevant quantitative studies.
Age Group: Patients/service users between the ages of 18 and 65 years
Study Focus: Experiences of health and/or social care service use.
Language: Only studies published in English.

Methods

The study used a ‘hub and spoke’ method of reviewing and compilation of evidence. Key studies covering target group service user’s experience of health and social services were identified and re-routed to the panel of expert readers for assessment. The latter used a standard proforma containing the criteria below to record their assessments. The evidence from the proformas that appear in Appendix 4 was utilised as the basis for this report. The external experts were invited to a workshop at the end of the project and were there invited to discuss the findings they had made from their reading of the literature. These discussions were tape-recorded and utilised in the compilation of the research evidence.

The main task in the study comprises searching electronic databases, primarily using the internet. Databases searched were as follows:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Host</th>
<th>Hits$^1$</th>
<th>Selected$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMED</td>
<td>Ovid</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caredata</td>
<td>Electronic Library for Social Care</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cinahl</td>
<td>Ovid</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embase</td>
<td>Ovid</td>
<td>347</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medline</td>
<td>Ovid</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIGLE</td>
<td>Arc</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociological Abstracts</td>
<td>Arc</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSCI</td>
<td>Web of Science</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Disability Archive UK</td>
<td>Centre for Disability Studies, Leeds$^3$</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The Disability Archive UK was hand searched. The archive contained in excess of 250 documents. All searches took place in March 2003. Further details are contained in Appendix 3.

**Organisations Contacted**
The following organisations were requested to send information concerning target group user’s views and experiences and in particular, to identify literature sources/references and booklists. The vast majority of these organisations responded positively, many offered the use of their librarians and search capacities. The organisations contacted were:

- Motor Neurone Disease Association
- Multiple Sclerosis Society
- Parkinson’s Disease Society
- Headway
- SCOPE
- ASPIRE
- INSPIRE
- Spinal Cord Injury UK
- Spinal Injuries Association
- The British Polio Fellowship
- Long Term Medical Conditions Alliance

**Ordering of Evidence**
Expert Panel members categorised the studies using the following typology:

T1 ‘User Experience’ – studies/literature written by users or published through their organisations that cover patient/client use of Health & Social Services of any of the target groups

---

$^1$ All hits from each search run within the database. This includes duplicates within and between databases

$^2$ References loaded into reference manager. Duplicates were removed later.

$^3$ [http://www.leeds.ac.uk/disability-studies/archiveuk/index.html](http://www.leeds.ac.uk/disability-studies/archiveuk/index.html)
T2  *Academic/Professional* – studies/literature produced by academics/professions for publication in the mainstream academic/professional press in any of the target groups

T3  *General Issues/User produced* — studies produced by users/patients or their organisations that explore general issues of user experience of Health and Social care services with patients/clients *outside* the target groups.

T4  *General Issues/Academic/professional produced* — studies produced by academics/professionals that explore issues of user experience of Health and Social care services with patients/clients *outside* the target groups.

**Confidence Rating**

Expert Panel members expressed their ‘confidence’ in the findings of each study using the following rating scale:

- **High**  High confidence in ‘robustness’ of the research/study. Ease of replication, generalisable findings that are perceived as valid and reliable.

- **Medium**  Moderate confidence in ‘robustness’ of the research/study. Some concern over ease of replication, generalisability of findings/validity/reliability.

- **Low**  Low confidence in ‘robustness’ of the research/study. Strong concerns over ease of replication, generalisability of findings/validity/reliability.

**Findings Typology**

The findings from the study are presented in impairment group order below within a basic typology. The typology used is as follows;

A)  ‘Sudden onset long term conditions’: incorporating Brain Injury, Spinal Cord Injury and Polio;

B)  ‘Intermittent/unpredictable long term conditions’; incorporating Epilepsy; and

C)  ‘Progressive long term conditions’; incorporating Cerebral Palsy, Motor Neurone Disease, Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s Disease.

It has not proved possible to distinguish between the two forms of MS within the literature within the deadline and it is recognised that some of the literature that appears in this heading in group C has implications for group B also.

There is an additional category ‘General’ which incorporates literature that has key messages on user experiences *outside* the target impairment groups.
Group A: Sudden onset long term conditions: Brain Injury, Polio and Spinal Cord Injury

Brain Injury

UK studies
The search yielded only professional/academic studies (T2) as categorised by the expert panel, although some contain more direct user views/experiences than others.

Wilson et al. (2002; NO.58, medium rated) reports on a study carried out in Northern Ireland, which was a regional survey of consultant level neurology, neurosurgical and rehabilitation staff to identify (retrospectively) patients in vegetative or minimally responsive states from their own clinical caseloads (October 1995-97). Thirty-five patients were identified. The majority were not placed in specialist brain injury facilities following acute hospital interventions. The findings are of interest as the extent to which patients in Persistent Vegetative State can be said to have ‘user experience’ is problematic and there are very few studies that contain their views. It was found that of 12 patients referred as being vegetative or in minimally responsive state, four were considered as having been misdiagnosed (emerged) at follow up, two had been presumed to be vegetative for at least one year. All patients remained ‘severely physically disabled’ (that is, totally dependent for care) but four were nevertheless able to communicate their preference in quality of life issues and care decisions either by verbal or non-verbal means. These patients need skilled and frequently prolonged assessment and appropriate management from inter-disciplinary as opposed to multi-disciplinary teams as the wider skill repertoire of the former equips them to recognise often subtle improvements in cognitive function and act to maximise individual patient’s quality of life. There is a current paucity of service provision for this group of patients. The authors call for the establishment of a regionally situated dedicated service to this patient group.

One medium rated T2 study that devotes a small part to detailing the views of users and carers (but does not distinguish between them) is Williams et al. (1996, NO.100). This study is a report of six fieldwork visits to units and services. For patients and their families the most important prevailing concern is the quality of their life at home and in the wider community. The authors report the experience of medium and longer term progressive increase in social isolation for both user and family members providing care. Users and their families require help in coping with major changes in roles within the family, and behaviour and personality changes in the person who has experienced brain injury. In relation to diagnosis, there is sometimes a misunderstanding of acquired brain injury and inaccurate diagnosis of behaviour problems. The authors report a lack of appropriate facilities for users and carers after the initial acute treatment phase and limited access to rehabilitation. Respite and long-term accommodation are rare, and facilities currently on offer appear inappropriate for this group. There is poor communication between services, so it is hard to find out what is available. GPs do not have enough information about services. There are specifically identified needs for: early counselling; information; recognition of needs and knowledge of carers. Service recommendations include (immediately after injury); full and accurate assessment of the needs of the user and
any carers; provision of information, support and counselling for the user, carers and family members; post-acute rehabilitation services and multi-disciplinary teams with knowledge of head injury to link management of the acute stage with longer term needs. For those users who live with their families also identified as important was a comprehensive range of support services in the community and a range of residential service options for people with brain injury. The aim of therapeutic facilities should be to encourage independence and avoid institutionalisation. Users and carers should be involved in the design and planning of services.

Other locations
Buchanan et al. (2000, NO.30; highly rated) reports on research with patients and family members concerning neurobehavioural changes (including changes in personality, behaviour, employment, social roles, social contact, sexuality), psychological distress and ‘family burden’ (semi-structured interviews and use of scales) following surgery for Subarachnoid Haemorrhage (SAH) (12 to 32 months after surgery). Patients and family members were interviewed separately, to compare the patients’ assessments with those of family members. It was found that neurosurgeons had over-stated the degree of recovery and normal functioning in patients when comparisons were made with patient and family members’ own evaluations.

Peters (1994, NO.97, highly rated) reported that users find information about their condition helps them to cope with medical procedures and to manage their health generally. Users have difficulty accepting information from hospital staff at times of crisis. Users’ families benefit from information as much as users themselves; users find that new information on their condition can lead to networking opportunities, that these are mutually beneficial and that they have changed their behaviour based on information received.

In Harker et al. (2002, NO.211, highly rated) a comparison was made between TBI and SCI patient independent living outcomes. TBI patients reported substantially higher levels of independent living in terms of participation and productivity than those with SCI and the authors hypothesised that this may be because supported employment is offered routinely to the TBI population whereas those with SCI tend not to benefit from this. They also hypothesise that those with SCI may be more segregated due to mobility problems.

A clinician’s observations of the experiences of patients are presented in Prigatano (2000, NO.31, medium rating). The paper is based on a conference speech given by a leading clinical neuropsychologist, to others in his profession, in which the case is made for finding out about the patient’s experience of neuropsychological assessments and treatments. The key observation is that patients can be non-cooperative and unhappy if they feel that the clinician has no interest in the patient’s own account of their condition/life experiences. This is presented as something that the profession has previously had little interest in. This is seen as detrimental, not least because dissatisfied patients may not pay for treatments (USA study). Another USA study conducted in Colorado (Sample et al., 1998, NO.96, medium rated) used an ‘opportunistic’ sample of 21 women from support groups run by the local Brain Injury Association. The study raised issues around lack of immediate diagnosis and barriers to accessing care. Physicians and clinicians are often not trained to
recognise mild brain injury and people with brain injury may not be in a fit mental
state emotionally and/or cognitively to negotiate barriers to access services and so
may need assistance. The study thus points up the value of advocacy for some
users.

In Darragh et al. (2001, NO.95, low rated) contact was made with 13 support groups
in Colorado, 51 people with acquired brain injury were interviewed and thematic
analysis yielded three main themes; the role of provider, the helpfulness of the
services provided and personal characteristics of the provider. Interpersonal
relationships between user and service provider were emphasised and participants
wished to be included as part of a team so they felt in control of their treatment. Good
service providers were also advocates for their clients, providing information, case
management and assistance with referrals. Occupational therapists were seen as
helpful as they offered relevant, meaningful and practical strategies. The personal
characteristics of the provider that were valued were clear, honest and
straightforward communication; professionals who would discuss treatment options
and solicit patient opinions. Professionals who did not receive satisfactory ratings
were unwilling to listen, poor communicators, overly optimistic or pessimistic or who
tended to minimise the patients' symptoms.

Banja et al. (1994, NO.65; low rated) argue for a new paradigm in treatment of
traumatic brain injury (a person-centred approach to rehabilitation) that ensures a
place for the user at the core of the care planning process. Rosenthal (1995; NO.62,
low rated) contains methodological insights but no user experience.
Summary of user’s experiences with brain injury (highly rated studies marked *)

- *Neurosurgeons sometimes over-state the degree of recovery and normal functioning in patients when comparison is made with patient and family members’ own evaluations.

- *Users find information about their condition helps them to cope with medical procedures and to manage their health generally.

- *Users have difficulty accepting information from hospital staff at times of crisis. Users’ families benefit from information as much as users themselves; users find that new information on their condition can lead to networking opportunities, that these are mutually beneficial and that they have changed their behaviour based on information received.

- *TBI patients report substantially higher levels of independent living in terms of participation and productivity than those with SCI. This may be because supported employment is offered routinely to the TBI population whereas those with SCI tend not to benefit.

- People with brain injury need skilled and frequently prolonged assessment, appropriate management from inter-disciplinary as opposed to multi-disciplinary team working style – as skill repertoire equips them to recognise often subtle improvements in cognitive function and act to maximise individual patient’s quality of life.

- There is a current paucity of service provision for this group of patients.

- Full and accurate assessment of needs of person and any carers.

- Provision of information, support and counselling for user, carers and family members soon after injury

- Post-acute rehabilitation services are required

- A comprehensive range of support services in the community and a range of residential service options are required.

- The aim of therapeutic facilities should be to encourage independence and avoid institutionalisation.

- Users and carers should be involved in the design and planning of services.
Polio

Very few studies were identified that dealt solely with user’s experience of service. Identification of references proved difficult, probably due to the demise of polio as a condition (until very recent outbreaks) and insufficient time for children exposed in the late 1990s to reach maturity and therefore fall within the project remit. It seems highly likely that there is very little literature concerning adults with Polio’s experiences available.

UK studies

A highly rated (T2) qualitative study that is particularly rich in user experiences is Zarb (1992, NO.6) which deals with the effects of ageing with polio, gathered from 65 individuals. Twenty-nine of this original sample were followed up with in-depth interviews. Themes were identified across a spectrum of issues relating to the disease process. The general message is that ageing with polio brings two sets of experiences, some of which appear to compound the other. ‘While the physical consequences of their impairment were difficult to cope with, the additional effects of ageing had made the situation much worse’ (ibid., p.5). Health and social services need to respond better to these issues and in particular need to be aware that because polio has been almost completely eradicated, people affected by the disease feel they have been forgotten (ibid), especially from service planning and provision. Users suggest that there is a lack of professional understanding of polio in general, particularly from the medical profession. There is also a lack of co-ordinated response to polio-related issues, particularly ageing. Several users talked of emotional changes as they grew older (particularly anxiety, frustration, loneliness and depression). Anxiety is often related to lack of appropriate and acceptable support. Some users felt they age faster than non-disabled contemporaries (Ibid.p6) and that they had to make an unacceptable degree of compromise with how they wished to live their lives (ibid.). Maintaining independence appears to become harder with age (ibid., p.7). Physical problems this group experienced include respiratory problems, contractures or muscle wastage, decreased mobility, arthritis, rheumatic pain, reduced energy levels, problems with shoulders, arms or fractures (ibid., p.15). Respondents claim that post-polio syndrome (PPS) was not well understood by the medical profession and sometimes they feel like a ‘time wasting hypochondriac’ (ibid., p.21). As PPS is difficult to establish, respondents felt the medical profession generally dismissed the idea (ibid.). The difficulty here is in separating the effects of polio sustained many years ago, from those of the ageing process. There appears to be a general lack of appreciation of the problems faced by users amongst the medical profession (ibid., p.24) with a lack of specialist clinics. Travelling to large hospital clinics is particularly problematic. There appears to be a lack of routine check ups for people with polio. Some users feel there is very little treatment offered to people with long-term Polio, little understanding of its effects from the medical profession and a lack of research. Users express a desire for more support from medical professionals in general (ibid.).

Other locations

A non-UK study that was medium confidence rated (Wenneberg et al., 2000, NO.145) involved qualitative interviews with 15 individuals (interviewed twice) experiencing the late effects of polio. Narratives were gathered on the lifetime experience of polio and its aftermath. With regard to service experiences, the focus is on these users’ memories of health services encountered when they contracted polio.
in childhood. The narratives presented indicate that these respondents had extremely unhappy and psychologically disturbing experiences of health and social care services some 50 years ago (isolation hospitals and residential institutions for disabled children with brutally strict regimes and harsh treatments). The paper highlights the ways in which these individuals ‘overcame’ their disabilities to live ‘normal lives’, but reports that disturbing memories sometimes returned. Respondents were now living with the late effects of polio. The paper gives little attention to these users’ current service experiences. The few points made indicate general satisfaction with current services.

A Swedish study (Willen et al., 2002, NO.99; medium rated) was concerned with late effects of polio (muscle weakness, fatigue, muscle and joint pain). In the past users have been led to believe they should exercise in the acute phase to alleviate these effects. However, professionals are now not certain this is a good idea in dealing with late symptoms. Users found hot water therapy beneficial and found the process of group interaction pleasurable.

### Summary of User’s with Polio experience (highly rated studies marked *)

- *Most users with polio are now older people (many post retirement). Many experienced very poor treatment from health and social care services as children, some appear to be psychologically damaged by these experiences, memories of which sometimes return.*

- *Ageing with polio comprises two sets of experience – impairment effects may compound each other. Users found the physical consequences of impairment difficult to cope with – ageing made these worse.*

- *As polio has been almost completely eradicated, users feel forgotten by services – especially from service planning and provision.*

- *There is a general lack of professional understanding about polio – particularly from the medical profession. Post polio syndrome (PPS) was not well understood by doctors – some users are made to feel that they are hypochondriacs.*

- *There is a general lack of specialist clinics and problems with travelling to large hospital sites and lack of routine check ups for users.*
Spinal Cord Injury

There are no T1 studies (user experience) identified in this impairment group.

UK studies

Lucke (1999, NO.126, highly rated) was conducted in a rehabilitation unit, and reported that nurses assist patients with SCI to ‘get back together’ as a person – to reacquaint the self (mind) with the body and to enable the patients to feel in control of themselves and their bodily functions and achieve more independence.

Viadyanthan *et al.* (2001, NO.201, medium rated) used a questionnaire design that was administered to 128 adults with SCI in which they report that 83 per cent wished to receive written information about any changes in their medical condition after an outpatient visit, 81 per cent wished to receive a copy of the report of intravenous urography after they had attended the spinal unit for a routine follow up and 90 per cent preferred to receive a copy of the MRI scan with interpretation of the findings. Also 90 per cent of respondents felt that written information about their medical condition would be useful to show to their GP who may not be acquainted with their medical status.

In the Northern and Yorkshire Regional Council of Community Health Councils study (2001, NO.51, low rated) which was conducted at Pinderfields Spinal Injuries Unit, two thirds of the patients reported they had been given enough information whilst in the Unit but one half (n=78) reported their partners had not been given any support whilst they were patients in the Unit. The majority were satisfied with their nursing care, GP, district nurse, home carer or paid care attendant but a significant number were dissatisfied with Unit food, level of noise, amount of individual space, call buttons, being woken early and very restricted visiting times. In terms of social issues, the vast majority with children said Unit staff did not give them advice on how to look after their children or how to help their children come to terms with the injury. Over two thirds reported that they had not been given any general health information such as on smoking, alcohol and diet.

Other locations

A study from abroad, Osust (1999, NO.228, T1, low rated) is a ‘position paper’ written by a person with SCI to his case manager, dealing with issues of accessing treatment and insurance.

Findings generalisable to other groups (stroke and brain injury cited) are contained in Nosek (1993, NO.129, high rating) in which a positive relationship was found between the adequacy of personal assistance (PA) and the ability of users to maintain good physical and mental health. Where personal assistance failed, users experienced skin breakdown, urinary tract infection, pulmonary infections and contractures. Inadequate personal assistance also led to extended hospital stays, threats to safety, poor nutrition and poor personal hygiene. Individuals who relied on family alone found they suffer from burnout, family role change and economic strain. People with the best health combined assistance by relatives and unrelated persons. However, there are problems obtaining sufficient personal assistance, which was mentioned by 37 per cent of the sample. Lack of PA also creates difficulties in using and maintaining adaptive equipment.
A study from the Netherlands cites patient problems in accessing sexual rehabilitation services (McAlonan, 1996, NO.128, high rating), patients experiencing discomfort during group presentations, insufficiency of information, direct, open style preference for giving information and fertility and inadequate information coverage on parenthood. The 381 SCI patients surveyed all had access to adaptations and wheelchairs regardless of income (78.3 per cent had adapted housing) but complaints were voiced about wheelchairs – 35.9 per cent about their manual wheelchairs and 47.5 per cent about their electric wheelchairs. Satisfaction with services was acceptable but satisfaction with service delivery was very low. Satisfaction with available services had a significant relationship with functional health status when the type of injury was taken into account and with life satisfaction after the influence of functional health status was taken into account.

In a study from the USA (Murphy et al., 2001, NO.125, high rating) the focus was pain treatment satisfaction. Seventy per cent reported shoulder pain while 74 per cent had dyesthetic pain. Treatment for shoulder pain was perceived as more effective than treatment for dyesthetic pain. Patients reported that pain impacted negatively on their lives. Forty-nine per cent were dissatisfied with medical treatments and only 19 per cent satisfied. The authors believe that not all pain management avenues were adequately tried with this group.

A study from Sydney reported on 20 patients' views of cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT) (Craig et al., 1994, NO.70, high rating). Although patients were initially reluctant to participate they consented when the objectives of CBT were explained. Post CBT, 90 per cent agreed or strongly agreed that the programme had been useful. Seventy-five per cent agreed that CBT had helped them acquire new skills in controlling anxiety, controlling depressed mood, living their lives as a person with sexual needs, coping with future problems and improving communication and assertion skills. Ninety per cent of participants recommended the programme should be a standard component of rehabilitation for people with SCI.

A study from the USA (Steins et al., 1997, NO.67, highly rated) contained a synthesis of user experience and covers in particular; disablement issues; theories of adjustment; patient autonomy; quality of life; community experience; adaptations; enhancing sexuality and minimization of pain after SCI. The patient's experience of disablement; interdisciplinary, person-centred rehabilitation and success of the individual in chosen life roles are emphasized. Another USA study (Frieden et al., 1998, NO.205, unrated) discussed the impact of 'managed care' on people with SCI. It is a literature review (both research and lay literature) informed by the personal experience of the authors (three have personal experience of managed health care plans). The authors claim that service organisation and delivery is unlikely to improve unless service users (particularly those with atypical needs) are more actively engaged in shaping services and anecdotal data suggests that attempts to lower costs by restricting access to services may have a disproportionate impact on people who are higher than average users of health care.

Kittel et al. (2002, NO.226, highly rated) is an evaluation of wheelchair prescription practices for people with SCI in South Australia that involved follow up of 128 people from time of prescription to one year post issue. The results were generally favourable but there was evidence that a small group of people experienced an
unfavourable outcome: At 12 months post wheelchair issue eight per cent of the sample were found to have abandoned the wheelchair – half the cases due to death of user. A small percentage had returned their wheelchair as they experienced significant functional recovery and no longer required it. Of the remaining group high levels of dissatisfaction were reported which ultimately led to the abandonment of the wheelchair before the 12 months had elapsed.

**Summary of users with SCI experiences (highly rated studies marked *)**

- *Users report nurses post injury assist in getting ‘back together as a person’*
- *Adequate personal assistance is related to the ability to maintain good physical and mental health*
- *Inadequate personal assistance leads to extended hospital stays, threats to safety, poor nutrition and poor personal hygiene. Individuals who rely on family alone found they suffer from burnout, family role change and economic strain.*
- *Users experience problems obtaining sufficient personal assistance(PA). Lack of PA also creates difficulties in using and maintaining adaptive equipment.*
- *Patients experience discomfort during group presentations on sensitive topics. There is generally insufficient information, and a direct, open style is preferred for giving information.*
- *Patients would find written information about their medical condition useful to show to their GP who may not be acquainted with their medical status*
- *Users need more information on fertility and parenthood*
- *Users with the best health combine assistance by relatives with that given by unrelated persons*
- *Pain management avenues are not always thoroughly explored*
- *Cognitive Behaviour Therapy helps patients acquire new skills in controlling anxiety, controlling depressed mood, living as a person with sexual needs, coping with future problems, improving communication and assertion skills. It is recommended that CBT should be a standard component of rehabilitation for patients.*
- *Service organisation and delivery is unlikely to improve unless service users (particularly those with atypical needs) are more actively engaged in shaping services*
Group B: ‘Intermittent/unpredictable long term conditions’:
Epilepsy

Epilepsy
All the studies were categorised as T2, professional/academic, with the exception of two (NO.53 and NO.56; T3, general issues, user produced).

UK studies
The most consistent key finding from the studies is that users complain of a 'lack of information' (Jain et al., 1993, NO.120; highly rated; Ridsdale et al., 1996, NO.115, medium rated; Chappell et al., 1998, NO.108, unrated and from other locations; Fisher et al., 2000; NO.162, medium rated).

There were varied reports on the issue of specialist nurses for epilepsy care, with some studies highlighting the fact that provision of such nurses improves communication between patients and healthcare providers (Mills et al., 2002, NO.101, high rating) and claiming that users favour information from a specialist nurse over that provided by a GP, particularly for lifestyle issues (Ridsdale et al., NO.107, unrated). Findings in another study (Mills et al., 1999, NO.105, low rating) suggest that provision of an epilepsy specialist nurse for one year improved communication between patients and health professionals and levels of patient satisfaction, but did not affect health status and use of other health services. It is reported that patients who saw an epilepsy specialist nurse, in comparison with those who did not were less likely to want all or most of their follow-up care to be provided by the GP, but more likely to report their GP care as excellent and less likely to have reported never missing antiepileptic drugs (ibid.). In Jain et al. (1993, NO.120) users identified a specialist nurse clinic as their preferred option for treatment.

In a study of the long-term outcomes of surgery for intractable epilepsy, approximately half the users reported being free of seizures three years after the operation and 36 per cent were weaned off all anti-epileptic drugs (Wass et al., 1996, NO.171; highly rated). The authors claim surgery is an effective option that meets with patient satisfaction. In a study in which patient’s aims for epilepsy surgery were studied prospectively, (Taylor et al., 2001, NO.160, highly rated) the most frequently cited aims constituted 50 per cent of the total and these were: desire for work; driving of a motor vehicle; independence; socializing and freedom from drugs. Patients rarely identified a desire for improvement in cognitive functioning as an aim for epilepsy surgery. The authors conclude that the social and personal aims to accompany relief of epilepsy identified by patients are consistent with the literature on psychosocial adjustment to epilepsy.

In terms of general satisfaction with care, the majority of users rate health services highly (Poole et al., 2000, NO.103, highly rated; Goldstein et al., 1997, NO.111, highly rated; Upton et al., 1996, NO.113, medium rated), but some studies note that the doctor’s interpersonal style is influential in affecting patient satisfaction overall and these include being approachable and accessible (Buck et al., 1996, NO.53, highly rated, T3). There is a general call for patient education to be seen as central to health professionals involved in epilepsy care (Cochrane, 1995, NO.54, highly rated).
A suggestion is made that hospital care should be reorganised into epilepsy centres which would improve the primary/secondary care interface, provide information at any time to patients and be a place of contact (Poole et al., 2000, NO.103; highly rated).

In terms of social effects of epilepsy, there is some evidence of the negative impact of epilepsy on other family members (Ellis et al., 2000, NO.48, highly rated) and this area needs more research. There is also a general plea for patients to be acknowledged as lay experts on their own condition (Wallace et al., 1999, NO.106, medium rated).

Bradley et al. (1999, NO.223, medium rated) is an audit of patient perceptions and comparison to standards of care. The authors report that ten per cent of patients do not take medication as prescribed; 33 per cent report a need for more counselling; 41 per cent report a feeling of stigma attached to the condition and 84 per cent report general satisfaction with their GP.

Some users desire more counselling (Couldridge et al., 2001, NO.102; medium rated), particularly at time of diagnosis, (Jain et al., 1993, NO.120, highly rated), and advice on the use of anti-epileptic drugs during pregnancy (Wallace et al., 1999, NO.106, medium rated). Mills et al. (2002, NO.101. highly rated) claim that ‘effective communication is as much, if not more, of a priority for patients with epilepsy than is controlling the clinical manifestations of their illness’ (Mills et al., 2002, p.182, NO.101).

Scambler et al. (1996, NO.112, medium rated) report on the effectiveness of specialist nurses in primary care, however the findings are provisional. The costs in terms of finances and quality of life are highlighted. They report that; 90 per cent of respondents want more information on their condition; 75 per cent specifically want information on the side effects of medication and 60 per cent want to discuss their condition with someone other than a consultant. While epilepsy specialist nurses rate highly in terms of patient satisfaction the authors see their contribution as complementary to that of consultants and unjustified in economic terms.

**Other locations**

Andrewes et al. (1999, NO.49, high rating) sounds a note of caution in the ‘lack of information’ debate as they point out that receptiveness to information is key to understanding. This study categorised respondents into ‘monitors and blunters’ in terms of receptiveness to information, claiming these styles are key to understanding patient satisfaction.

Users require more information on side effects of medication (ibid; Fisher et al., 2000, NO.162, medium rating). Some concern was expressed about lack of time given to imparting information (Fisher et al., 2000, NO.162) and that patients preferred educators are doctors (Dilorio et al., 1995, NO.118, low rating). Overall satisfaction with ‘intractable’ epilepsy surgery appears high at around 65 per cent of patients satisfied in one study (Guldvog, 1994, NO.119, medium rating).
Summary of users experiences with epilepsy (highly rated studies marked *)

- *Users want more information to be given on their condition and its management. Receptiveness to information is key to understanding.
- *Specialist nurses improve communication between patients and healthcare providers.
- *Epilepsy surgery is frequently effective in weaning patients off anti-epileptic drugs
- *Users want to work, drive, have independence, socialise and have freedom from drugs
- *The social and personal aims to accompany relief of epilepsy identified by patients are consistent with the literature on psychosocial adjustment to epilepsy
- *The majority of users rate services highly
- *Some studies note that the doctor’s interpersonal style is influential in affecting patient satisfaction overall. This includes being approachable and accessible
- *Patient education should be seen as central to health professionals involved in epilepsy care
- *The negative impact on other family members is an area highlighted as needing more research
- Users want to see more effective communication from health care service providers
- Users want more information on side effects of medication and antiepileptic drug use in pregnancy
- There is a particular call for medical and health care staff to spend more time explaining diagnoses to patients
- Users voice support for specialist nurse run provision of services. These services appear to improve communication deficits experienced elsewhere in the system
Group C: ‘Progressive long term conditions’: Cerebral Palsy, Motor Neurone Disease, Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s Disease

Cerebral Palsy (CP)

UK studies
A user experience (T1) study conducted in the UK (Willner et al., 1993; NO.16) with a high confidence rating used depth interviews (analytic quota sampling) with 65 adults with CP. Users expressed a wish to have access to emotional support, counselling and/or psychotherapy. The few who had experienced psychotherapy had found this helpful. The emotional needs of their parents and siblings were often not recognised. Experiences of the education training and employment systems varied. There were some reports of dissatisfaction with schools and discrimination in employment. Fewer than 30 per cent of the users were in employment (94 per cent under retirement age). Professionals were insufficiently familiar with their particular condition. Most users were quite satisfied with their regular GP. Most cases of insensitive or unsatisfactory medical treatment related to experiences in hospital, although two thirds had not seen a consultant in the last five years. In relation to hospital admissions, the majority of doctors and nurses were perceived as sympathetic but dissatisfaction was voiced in a (significant) minority of cases. Although aging brought an increase in physical problems (and this seemed to be at an earlier point than in the general population), few users visit their GP for regular checks and the majority had not seen a consultant or physiotherapist for at least five years. For many this was because they had given up on the idea that they could get treatment that would help. Half of those who experienced spasms reported that these had intensified; more than half described increasing difficulties with mobility (most of these were under 60); one-third described increases in pain. Some users expressed anxiety about the future, particularly in relation to further physical deterioration. Time taken to obtain home equipment and adaptations was often too long. About half the users had social work contact and these divided about equally into those who commented favourably on their assistance and those who commented unfavourably.

Another study categorised as T1, Lamb et al. (1994, NO.140; low rated) reports problems in getting aids and adaptations installed in the user’s own home; inadequate support in the community; services paying scant regard to people’s needs, but relying more upon the assumptions of those providing the services; little control over how services are delivered and difficulty getting information about services needed. Respondents had the impression that professionals do not really listen to them, but base decisions on pre-conceived assumptions; feel that their views are not taken into account; doctors do not listen to what respondents say or talk to the carer rather than to them; assessments are humiliating as are designed to explore incapacity rather than ability and whether or not services are provided depends on resources available and not their needs. Users may not be able to get small items through statutory services and cannot afford to buy them; they are unable to obtain larger items such as appropriate wheelchairs or housing adaptations and they experience delays getting funding for adaptations from social services to make housing accessible.
Turning now to T2 studies, a study by Bamford et al. (1997, NO.147, highly rated) concerns the ‘endemic tensions and creativity of multi-disciplinary working’ noting these can have positive or negative effects on service users; that there is a danger that the ‘culture of professionalism’ negates user views and that ‘listening to users’ involves moving from reactive crises management to proactive crises prevention services. Also reported is that if a concept of ‘total care (social, emotional and psychological needs) is adopted there are ‘glaring deficiencies’ such as skilled counsellors, lack of support at crisis points and lack of coherence between professionals especially when creating a bridge between core medical needs and wider social needs.

Another text by Bamford et al. (1997, NO.148, medium rating) is a report of a pilot study conducted in Northern Ireland, based on eight questionnaires from families with a child affected by CP. The families expressed a need for more help and support especially during the first four months after diagnosis. There was found to be little information available and no indication given of where to go for help (ibid., pp.666/7). Professionals were scored in terms of the quality of help given. Doctors and teachers scored well, GPs got better scores than surgeons and other hospital doctors. Hospital nurses scored highly in contrast to community based nurses and social workers who scored poorly. Some findings relate to ‘relative accessibility of different types of help and results indicate that apart from support at crisis point, professional counselling and respite care, access to the remainder of services is possible although persistence and determination are frequently required.

In another T2 study (Darrah et al., 2002, NO.122, medium rated) families and people with CP rated their satisfaction with services over six areas using a seven-point Likert type scale. Later semi-structured interviews with users highlighted that certain individuals within the services had positively influenced their feelings about service provision by investing time and interest; family members complained of having to ‘work the system’; adolescent users complained of professionals talking over their heads and using jargon and wanted to have more input on decision-making and that this was always deferred to parents. The adolescents also complained of bullying by peers in educational settings.

Many studies were discounted as outside the remit of the project as they were focused on children with CP. However, some (Parkes et al., 2001;NO.17;unrated) included some general points concerning service delivery that are applicable to the adult age group. For example, users experience similar life expectancy to the rest of the population and this has ‘implications for service planning, medico-legal settlements as well as the needs of people with cerebral palsy and their families’ (ibid., p.29). In terms of prevalence of CP, the majority of UK estimates range from 1.6–2.5 per 1,000 live births (ibid., p.33). This is comparable with the rest of Europe, with exceptions for Denmark and Slovenia both at 3.0 (ibid., p.35) The major findings on needs for services (again in relation to children in this case) focused on ‘timely and accurate diagnosis, professional follow up at home, more respite care and access for extended periods, emergency back up services, access to aids and appliances, financial advice and information on benefits and transport services (ibid., p.39).
**Other locations**

In terms of T2 studies conducted with adults with CP, one (Buzio et al., 2002, NO.121) highly rated Australian study, (The Spastic Centre, NSW) reported on the experiences of 31 self-selected adults with CP during periods of hospitalisation (questionnaire study) The aim was to find out how people with CP are treated by nursing staff. Many patients felt hospital staff have limited knowledge and skills in caring for people with CP. This results in basic care needs not being adequately addressed during periods of hospitalisation. Changes in nursing assessment, continuing education and discharge planning are recommended. Many respondents reported multiple admissions to hospital within the previous two years. Only 23 per cent of respondents reported being asked by hospital staff for information about their impairment-specific needs as part of the admission process. The majority of respondents (>60 per cent in all disability categories except in relation to medication) felt these needs were never, almost never or only sometimes met by hospital staff. Staff were mostly perceived as ignorant of how to care for people with CP.

In a different T2 study Engel et al. (2002, NO.123, highly rated) reported on the treatment of pain for people with CP. It is a retrospective descriptive study of 64 adults with cerebral palsy-related chronic pain. Patients were 18-76 years, 35 women and 29 men – using a protocol-based interview. The authors tried to identify interventions currently being used for adults with CP and to examine the perceived helpfulness of them, and determine the extent to which these individuals were accessing healthcare for the explicit purpose of addressing pain. It was found that the patients sought and used a variety of pain treatments and healthcare providers and rated many of the interventions as being at least moderately helpful. Despite the reported helpfulness of the pain interventions, however, most are only being used by a small subset of the sample. The majority of the sample with chronic pain did not access health care providers for help in managing their pain. Cerebral palsy related pain is undertreated in the adult population with CP.

In a different study O’Day et al. (2002, NO.98, highly rated) found that people with CP are generally worried about the aging process and communication difficulties that they experience with health care professionals.
**Summary of users with Cerebral Palsy experience (highly rated studies marked *)**

- *Users expressed a wish to have access to emotional support, counselling and/or psychotherapy. The few who had experienced psychotherapy had found this helpful. The emotional needs of their parents and siblings were often not recognised.

- *Experiences of the education training and employment systems varied. There were some reports of dissatisfaction with schools and discrimination in employment.

- *Professionals were insufficiently familiar with their particular condition. Most users were quite satisfied with their regular GP. Most cases of insensitive or unsatisfactory medical treatment relate to experiences in hospital.

- *Aging brings an increase in physical problems but few users visit their GP for regular checks and the majority had not seen a consultant or physiotherapist for at least five years. Users express anxiety about the future, particularly in relation to further physical deterioration.

- *Time taken to obtain home equipment and adaptations is often too long. Social work support is viewed favourably in around 50% of cases. Occupational Therapy (OT) received was satisfactory in around 60% of cases.

- *There are endemic tensions and creativity in multi-disciplinary working - these can have positive or negative effects on service users. There is a danger that the ‘culture of professionalism’ negates user views and ‘listening to users’ involves moving from reactive crises management to proactive crises prevention services.

- *If a concept of ‘total care (social, emotional and psychological needs) is adopted there are ‘glaring deficiencies’ such as skilled counsellors, lack of support at crisis points and lack of coherence between professionals especially when creating a bridge between core medical needs and wider social needs.

- *Hospital staff have limited knowledge and skills in caring for people with CP. Basic care needs are not being adequately addressed during hospitalisation. Changes in nursing assessment, continuing education and discharge planning are recommended.

- *Cerebral palsy related pain is under-treated in the adult population with CP. Despite the reported helpfulness of the pain interventions, however, most are only being used by a small amount of patients.
Motor Neurone Disease

Few studies identified deal primarily with user’s experience in health and social services. Most of the information has been gleaned from publications dealing with a range of other issues. However, in general, most of the evidence included in this review attracted high or medium confidence ratings.

UK studies

In terms of user experience, (T1 studies), a number of ‘personal perspective’ papers were identified that detail individual service user’s experiences. Of these, the highly rated Carus (1980, NO.74) contains many key messages that are echoed in other texts such as, the lack of knowledge and understanding of MND displayed by many medical professionals and by the general public, a lack of information about the diagnosis and a general view that within Motor Neurone Disease Association (MNDA) groups, many other patients hold similar views. These views are in fact very similar to those in Baylis (1995;NO.68, highly rated), with the addition of the suggestion that health professionals require advice and information from people with expertise such as MNDA advisers.

In another T1 study MNDA (2002, NO.78; high rating), the MNDA report on their Tracking survey of views and experiences of people with MND. This paper contains information drawn from 229 completed questionnaires that were sent to MND patients. Seventy-nine percent of these people had received their diagnosis for less than two years after experiencing the first symptoms of MND but 23 per cent still felt that diagnosis had taken too long (ibid., p.20). Many (53 per cent) had been referred to non-neurological specialists, which the patients felt delayed the diagnosis of MND. There does not appear to be a coherent system in place for sensitively communicating a diagnosis of terminal illness to the patient. In this study 32 per cent were given the diagnosis on their own and 'left in a state of shock with no offer of emotional/psychological support at this difficult time' (ibid.). Patients complain generally of a 'lack of sensitivity by neurologists and other hospital staff (ibid). There is a note of frustration evident that the tracking surveys of the previous three years made the same finding – that ‘people who have been recently diagnosed with MND need information about the disease, sources of help and support and details of the MND Association’ (ibid., p.21). The majority of respondents (71%) were not offered an appointment with a neurologist within two weeks of diagnosis which left them feeling isolated. This implies that shorter waiting times or a fast track system would alleviate patient suffering. MNDA have been campaigning for a considerable time for a 'single point of contact' for recently diagnosed MND patients, yet in this survey, 45% were not put in touch with a specialist MND nurse or team and 26 per cent did not have a point of contact and were excluded from any discussions concerning their welfare which added to their feeling of isolation (ibid., p.22). There are a number of recommendations, for example that the MNDA should continue influencing the education of GPs and other health and social care professionals about the early symptoms of MND and encourage early referral to neurologists, encouraging the latter to ensure that patients are not told the diagnosis alone, that professional counselling is available and influencing service providers to urgently supply grants for adaptations and equipment (especially the supply of wheelchairs) (ibid., pp.22/3). These findings are similar to those contained in the previous tracking surveys (MNDA, 2001, NO.77; low rating).
A common theme that is found in Pegg (1992, NO.52; low rating) is that the speed of progression of MND means that equipment often arrives too late to be of use, the patient has deteriorated faster than the ordering time for the particular item. This text also points to the importance of establishing an effective means of communication (in this case via computer) to enable the patient to continue to communicate once speech becomes impossible. Another important point made is that in times of resource limitation and rationing, there is a case to be made for positive discrimination in favour of people with rapidly deteriorating terminal illnesses such as MND.

Several other T1 short articles report on aspects of user’s experiences of services such as hospice care, (Oliver 2000; NO.59; low rating), Occupational Therapy services, (MNDA, 2002, NO.76; low rating), palliative care and clinical management, (Howard et al., 2002, NO.63; high rating) Physiotherapy (MNDA 2002; NO.60; medium rating) and speech therapy, (MNDA, 2001, NO.57, low rating). MNDA (2002, NO.60, medium rated) reported on physiotherapy for relief of symptoms of MND and claims that people with MND want to preserve maximum level of mobility for as long as possible. Exercises can improve muscle function and physiotherapy can help people achieve a full a range of movement as possible. Exercises that relieve spasticity, pain and stiffness as well as help prevent muscle cramps and joint deformity can make a considerable difference to patients’ quality of life. The majority of these texts contain similar messages concerning MND patients’ experiences which are included in the summary.

In terms of professional/academic (T2) studies, one that was highly rated (van Teijlingen et al., 2001, NO.80) reported on use of, need for, and satisfaction with services among people with MND and their carers. A questionnaire was used in 153 interviews with people with MND in Scotland. Sixty per cent of the sample were severely disabled. Only 28 per cent of the sample reported that the health services met their needs completely, with 25 per cent reporting the same for social services. However, only a very small proportion (3-6%) said that these needs were not met at all. This study noted that a key problem is that people with MND can deteriorate quickly, so their needs change quickly, while services are only able to react slowly. People with an identifiable carer were more likely to have their health [service] needs met than those without. Thirty-one per cent of carers would have liked more help. Disturbed sleep was a key problem. There were regional variations within Scotland on use of and satisfaction with services. Since nearly one-quarter of all respondents were not currently followed up in hospital, and two out of five were not currently attending a hospital clinic, the implication is that provision of or planning for care for at least part of this group needs to be organised by community-based services.

Another T2 paper was by Brown et al. (2003, NO.47, highly rated) which unfortunately conflated ‘user/carer needs’. Twenty interviews; with 11 users and nine carers were conducted. This paper noted the following as important; continuity of care personnel; fast track referrals to paramedical personnel; equipment availability and timely delivery; having named key workers and palliative symptom management. The report also highlights the paucity of information on MND at national level (for example there are no MND databases in England); the low numbers of people with MND (incidence and prevalence). This means dedicated MND service provision is often difficult to procure and the authors suggest that organising services with other
long term conditions such as Multiple Sclerosis and Parkinson’s Disease may assist); the MND diagnosis should drive concepts such as speed, specialised equipment and early referrals to paramedical professionals and palliative care providers. Too often this is not the case. There is limited co-ordination of services (health and social care); the system does not accommodate speedy progression of disease to action personnel and equipment and there is limited knowledge of MND amongst the professions. Knowledgeable key workers are required.

Another T2 study, Johnston et al. (1996, NO.154, highly rated) found that ‘having a label’ was generally perceived favourably; an audio tape of the diagnostic interview was favoured by individuals with relatively better prognosis, but not by those who were given a poor prognosis; almost half the participants did not understand the diagnosis; the most common complaint was of being told the diagnosis in vague terms; some participants were alone when they received the news and would have felt better with a family member present; some participants were given the diagnosis in a situation that lacked privacy and some wanted more information at the time, particularly in relation to finding out more about the disease.

Goldstein et al. (1998,NO.152, unrated) examined the psychological impact on patients in relation to length of time since onset and changes in functioning.

Other locations
In terms of outside the UK, two papers deal with the setting of standards of care in Ireland, (Irish Neurological Alliance 2000;NO.1 and Neurological Alliance of Ireland 2001;NO.2) but do not report users’ experience of services.
Summary of user’s experiences with MND (highly rated studies marked *)

- *Users are concerned about the lack of knowledge and understanding of MND displayed by many medical professionals and by the general public. They also experience a lack of information about the diagnosis. This view is held by many patients within Motor Neurone Disease Association (MNDA) groups*

- *Health professionals require advice and information from people with expertise such as MNDA advisers*

- *Many patients are referred to non-neurological specialists, which they feel delays the diagnosis of MND.*

- *Speedy diagnosis is essential for MND patients. Education of medical and health professionals to identify early symptoms of MND would enable patients to make the most of remaining time.*

- *At diagnosis, there is a great need for sensitive handling (by the neurologist and other health professionals). Patients should have a relative or friend present when diagnosis is given*

- *MNDA should continue influencing the education of GPs and other health and social care professionals about the early symptoms of MND and encourage early referral to neurologists, encouraging the latter to ensure that patients are not told the diagnosis alone, that professional counselling is available and influencing service providers to urgently supply grants for adaptations and equipment (especially the supply of wheelchairs)*

- *Since MND is progressive, degenerative and rapid, patients require fast tracking for a number of aids and adaptations. Generally speaking, the ordering systems for equipment appear to fail people as the disease progresses faster than the items can be delivered.*

- *Patients can deteriorate quickly, so their needs change quickly, while services are only able to react slowly*

- *Continuity of care personnel; fast track referrals to paramedical personnel; equipment availability and timely delivery; having named key workers and palliative symptom management are important to users*
Multiple Sclerosis

UK studies
Only one UK study was categorised as T1, this being Scrimgeour et al. (2001, NO.215, highly rated) which is a quantitative survey by Lanarkshire Health Board of members of the MS Society to obtain their opinions of the overall quality of health care provided during two previous years in hospital, clinics and at home by doctors, nurses and other health professionals. One hundred and nineteen patients completed the questionnaire, 90 female and 29 male aged 29-60 years. GPs were the most frequently consulted health professionals (75%), followed by hospital specialists (50%) and district nurses (41%); Speech therapy was the least utilised service (7%). 84.5 per cent of patients were generally satisfied with the quality of hospital care. Most patients (70%) were satisfied with GPs whereas only 57 per cent approved of hospital specialists. Many GPs and hospital specialists were deficient in explanations to patients; only 59 and 52 per cent respectively performed satisfactorily. District and night nurses were well regarded. Most other health professional rated well but health visitors and social workers received less approval. Patients frequently complained that they saw a different doctor on every hospital visit and explaining matters to them was deficient in 48.4 per cent of cases and bad in 21 per cent of cases. Health professionals should allot more time to ensuring adequate explanations are provided. More graphic explanations of medical information was requested.

Of the T2 papers, a quantitative study (Howarth, 2000, NO.87, high rating) found that MS patients are more susceptible to experiencing pain the longer they have the disease. An educational programme was set up following this study for patients newly diagnosed with MS which includes pain management and the authors are planning to study to efficacy of aromatherapy massage. Another highly rated UK study was Perks et al. (1994, NO.46, high rating) which was a survey of ‘marginal wheelchair users in Tayside, Scotland and in which the modal diagnosis was MS, although many other target conditions were covered such as cerebral palsy and polio. The results indicate that 75 per cent of the sample was using standard Ministry model 8 wheelchairs and 67 per cent claimed these are inadequate. Of the 25 per cent who were using alternative wheelchairs, 35 per cent considered these inadequate. These problems were mainly technical in nature and ‘general discomfort’. 65% of the sample did not live in purpose built wheelchair accommodation and therefore faced propulsion difficulties. Frailty due to ageing also compounded propulsion problems. Another highly rated quantitative study, (Critchley et al., 1998, NO.185) reviewed outcomes of patients who had undergone thalamotomy for the intention tremor of MS. 24 patients underwent 29 procedures between 1988 and 1995. It reports mixed results of procedures. Twenty-three per cent reported improvement in arm function. Out of 23 patients, four were enthusiastic, and ten satisfied with outcome.

Another highly rated study, Campion et al., 1997, NO.219), covers the role of the specialist nurse (a much debated theme) which apparently ‘improved patients’ lives’ but it ‘had not necessarily reduced the cost to the public purse of caring for MS patients’. The authors claim that ‘several’ surveys of MS patients (unspecified) reveal ‘high levels of dissatisfaction with the psychological care given by the healthcare workers and with the provision of services in their own homes, particularly therapy'
The authors report on a study conducted at Manchester Royal Infirmary that highlighted the absence of information about the disease, the difficulty of getting access to services, poor bladder management and a lack of physiotherapy. It is also reported that the MS Society believe much money could be saved if there was concerted action to ensure spending was focused to best effect, for example, the cost of in-patient admissions to treat MS attacks could be reduced significantly through continuity of care rather than crisis intervention. The argument is that as MS services are ‘fragmented’, the role of co-ordinating health worker with specialist knowledge of the disease becomes ‘critical’. The authors also report that one specialist nurse service was set up in the Lothian region in 1990, and patients, carers and GPs all felt it was helpful and had improved patient’ and families’ psychological well-being, reduced GP workload and increase patient and doctor knowledge of the management of MS. However, the study concluded that although the service seemed to have improved patients’ lives it had not necessarily reduced cost of providing services to MS patients.

In a different UK study, ranked medium confidence, (Makepeace et al., 2001, NO.214) patients were asked to rank aspects of importance to them in a community MS team. These were (in order of importance) accessibility (ability to contact team as necessary); home visits; continuity of contact with individual team members; emotional support; information service; equipment, evaluation and prescription and financial advice. Another medium confidence study (Zarb, 1992, NO.7) found that ageing with a disability produces a feeling of being overlooked and that sometimes this group fail to ask for help. These issues are compounded by long periods of isolation and sometimes having insufficient confidence to articulate requirements (particularly the case for older disabled women). People from black and minority ethnic groups faced isolation and several respondents felt concerned about losing independence, physical, personal and wider control over their lives in terms of how they wished to live.

In Barnes et al. (1996, NO.45, medium rating) users expressed a preference for a ‘drop in system’ at the neurological clinic; being able to see just one or two professionals with relevant expertise and to have a doctor based clinic with referral to appropriate therapists.

Three UK studies were ranked ‘low’ confidence by the expert panel. Anonymous 2000, (NO.237) was a personal account by a woman with relapsing-remitting MS which described her experience of using acupuncture alongside conventional medicine (such as steroids). Acupuncture is claimed to have a positive impact on some symptoms but no effect on others. Another ‘low’ study is from a Nursing Times reporter (2000, NO.217) on patient dissatisfaction with continence services in relation to MS. In particular users identified that continence problems are seen as the biggest barrier to social life, and that they leads to, relationship problems, difficulties on holiday and problems ‘going down the pub’. Users were generally unhappy with the advice received from GPs and in hospital and preferred specialist advice from ‘care-pathways’. MS Society (2001, NO.132), also rated ‘low’ seeks to brief members of the workings and responsibilities of social service departments in order that they might access the full range of benefits and services on offer.
Other locations
The studies from other countries rated highly include Mohr et al. (1999, NO.42) which examined the psychosocial impact of MS ‘from the patient’s point of view’ and in which qualitative research was used to generate statements about the impact on life and well-being of living with MS. The resultant 67 statements were presented to a telephone sample of patients for Likert rating and psychosocial effects were divided into three categories; demoralization, deterioration in relationships and benefit-finding (beneficial psychosocial outcomes). Patients indicated that there were some benefits to having MS.

A quantitative study (Cusick et al., 2001, NO.39, high rating) set out to examine levels of agreement between disabled people and ‘proxies’ about measures of community integration by using measurement scales and claims (controversially) that proxies provide data comparable to users (disabled people) that is highly reliable. The study covered a range of conditions of interest as well as MS such as brain injury and spinal cord injury. Other highly rated studies reported that surgery reduces tremor in some MS patients but this does not always translate into improved quality of life (Berk et al., 2002, NO.82), that patients place ‘tremendous reliance’ upon family caregivers and respite care is under-utilised, but prolonging home care and postponing early institutionalisation is a high priority (Aronson et al., 1996, NO.188) and that accessing disability benefits in Canada is problematic due to eligibility criteria assessments by physicians (Jongbloed, 1998, NO.186).

A similarly highly rated USA study (Vickery et al., 1999, NO.183) compared general neurologist care with specialist MS neurologist care and found the latter had more experience in advising patients about new treatments and the management of side effects; were perceived as better at communication and were more involved in research and access to MS care in some areas. Their patients were also more likely to be currently taking Interferon, whereas their counterparts under the care of the general neurologist had desisted due to side effects. Another highly rated study (Mohr et al., NO.40) concentrating on Interferon use studied 101 patients with relapsing form of MS and concentrated on self-injection practices and adherence to drug regimes. Pre-treatment injection self-efficacy expectations were significantly related to six month adherence but this relation was mediated by the patient’s ability to self-inject and patients’ experienced level of injection anxiety was related to adherence but not to method of injection.

A highly rated quantitative study from the USA (Rumrill et al., 1999, NO.184) concentrated on the employment concerns reported by a random sample (n=227) people with MS. Members of MS Society identified 34 employment concerns as most reflective of the career development implications of MS. Survey respondents considered each item along two dimensions, the importance of the item to career development and their satisfaction with the adequacy of services that address that concern. Respondents were most satisfied with issues such as health insurance coverage, potential to work and take control of their lives, wages and benefits and workplace accommodations and were most dissatisfied with issues including fair treatment by employers and the hiring process, access to service providers who understand their needs, access to adequate information about social security programs, optimism regarding their future and issues related to re-entering the
workplace. Implications for vocational rehabilitation practice and future research are discussed.

A further T2 study from abroad is Gulick et al. (1993, NO.190, highly rated) which compared change scores obtained on patient self-reported symptoms with the neurological examination of the Kurtzke Functional Systems and change scores obtained on patient self-reported activities of daily living with the neurologist-determined Expanded Disability Status Scale in 100 patients with MS. The authors’ main argument is that using patient self report scales (patient perspective) can be useful in guiding the physical examination, in making comparisons from visit to visit and in assessing patient’s quality of life and increasing patient satisfaction with medical care.

McLaughlin et al. (1993, NO.14, highly rated) is a qualitative appraisal of the role of self-care in multiple sclerosis and is an international comparison study (Denmark and USA). The authors compared and contrasted self-care practices of 51 Danish and 35 American people with ‘various levels of impairment’. Respondents were asked about ways they managed their symptoms and problems during periods of non-medical contact – including methods of following the medical regimen, alternative treatments, use of lay-referral systems and sources of information regarding physical, psychological, social and environmental dimensions of coping with the illness. The two groups varied regarding adaptation strategies and primary sources of information used. Their ultimate aims were similar – to gain control over uncertainty, dependency and physical and emotional decline. The study suggests that the empowering role of self-initiated self-care strategies in chronic illness may transcend differences in health care systems. In a different study, O’Day et al. (2002, NO.98, highly rated) reported that some MS patients find that doctors are not well informed of the condition.

In terms of medium rated studies from other locations, Gottberg et al. (2000, NO.81) in Sweden calculated utilization of health care resources within Stockholm County and piloted methods for interviewing people with MS and carers. The study was based on the views of 26 people and items they found important to add into the main study include advice and information on social security and psychosocial issues, delivering information at an early stage of the disease and perception of the situation when the diagnosis is given.

Of the three remaining studies reviewed here, Gordon et al. (1996, NO.13) was rated ‘low’ and aimed to provide professionals who employ group techniques with information about the experience of MS so they can run them in an informed way; Sparber et al. (2002) (unrated) sought to establish the relationship between patient depression and the willingness to use complementary and alternative medicine, but did not seek user’s views, and Miller et al. (2001, NO.83, unrated) reported that ‘some sufferers report very positive experiences with representatives of the drug manufacturers through telephone support’.
**Summary of users with MS experience (highly rated studies marked *)**

- *Many GPs and hospital specialists were deficient in explanations to patients. District and night nurses were well regarded. Health visitors and social workers receive less approval.*

- *Patients complain that they see a different doctor on every hospital visit and explaining matters to them was deficient in half of cases. Health professionals should allot more time to ensuring adequate explanations are provided. More graphic explanations of medical information is requested.*

- *The MS Society believe much money could be saved if there was concerted action to ensure spending was focused to best effect, for example, the cost of in-patient admissions to treat MS attacks could be reduced significantly through continuity of care rather than crisis intervention. As MS services are ‘fragmented’, the role of co-ordinating health worker with specialist knowledge of the disease is ‘critical’.*

- *Patients who under thalamotomy for the intention tremor report mixed views on its success. Surgery reduces tremor in some patients but does not always translate into quality of life improvements.*

- *Specialist nurses improve patients’ lives but do not necessarily reduce the ‘cost to the public purse of caring for MS patients’.*

- *Users are more likely to experience pain, the longer they have the disease.*

- *A considerable proportion of users have problems with standard issue wheelchairs, including technical, propulsion and general discomfort issues.*

- *Prolonging home care and postponing early institutionalisation is a high priority*

- *Using patient self-report scales (patient perspective) can be useful in guiding the physical examination, in making comparisons from visit to visit and in assessing patient’s quality of life and increasing patient satisfaction with medical care.*

- *Users wish to gain control over uncertainty, dependency and physical and emotional decline.*

- *In community MS teams, accessibility to the team is key and users rate highly home visits, continuity of contact with individual team members, emotional support, information services and equipment and financial advice.*

- *Patients benefit from having access to an MS specialist neurologist*

- *In terms of injection anxiety, self-efficacy expectations were significantly related to adherence to drug regimes.*
Parkinson’s Disease (PD)

UK studies
Only four studies were categorised as T1, user experiences. Yarrow (1999, NO.143; medium rated) raised the importance of information about medical subjects and issues such as accessing public transport, environmental barriers and low income. A different study (PDS, 2002, NO.89, unrated) aimed to highlight key aspects of PD for health professionals. These included listening to patients and their families and respecting/valuing their experiences and involving them in the management of their condition. Professionals have to be aware that the nature of the disease is different for every patient in terms of symptoms and progression, that drugs can control symptoms but the on-off syndrome means drugs sometimes work and sometimes do not and some contraindicated drugs used in hospitals to treat complications may worsen the symptoms of PD. Also acknowledged is that PD can affect communication and difficulties can give out misleading signals to health professionals. The latter need to ‘look beneath the mask’ and give the patient time to respond. Patients need physiotherapy, good nutrition (time to eat slowly and staff patience required) and to discuss administration of drugs with PD specialist. Anaesthetists should know what drugs being routinely taken by patients before surgery.

Bennion (2002, NO.192, low rated) is another ‘position paper’ by a user with PD whose drugs ‘suffered at the hands of the regulators’. The drug (tolcapone) relieves the on/off state of PD and subsequently improves mobility and function and was launched in Britain in 1997. The drug was withdrawn in Europe in 1998 after a few reports of severe hepatocotoxicity (toxic effects on liver). Bennion’s functioning level dropped dramatically. The main point made is that many people make informed choices over taking certain drugs (e.g. contraceptive pill) that have some inherent risk to health. Bennion felt denied the opportunity to exercise this choice by the actions of the regulator. He now obtains the drug privately but at a high cost (£450 every 3 months).

An unrated T1 study, Birleson (2001, NO.133), reported that consultants do not refer users appropriately to other professionals and users feel they need more advice on medical and lifestyle issues. Users in this study view respite care negatively and feel unhappy that intervention only occurs at times of crisis (many problems being more difficult to deal with at that stage). Users also reported feeling abandoned between consultant appointments (6-12 months apart), feeling they have a lower quality of life due to lack of services and that as a group, they are well able to say what a ‘service should look like’ (ibid.).

Of the T2, professional/academic studies, Jones et al. (1999, NO.136) was highly rated and reported that the diagnosis-giving process was not handled well by GPs or specialists, that on-going communication with professionals is similarly poor, that most of the sample did not know about other available services such as respite care and that under-reporting of symptoms (especially depression) is common.

Barber et al. (2001, NO.196; highly rated) found users reporting high dissatisfaction with peri-operative management with 94 per cent complaining of confusion or
worsening of their condition post-operatively and that medical administration problems are common.

A T2 study Jenkinson et al. (1999, NO.73; highly rated) highlighted the importance of mobility issues; falls; work-related problems; problems in household management, social isolation and limited leisure; difficulty taking holidays, financial problems, premature retirement from work leading to reduced income; more health-related costs, depression, loss of control, speech difficulties and cognitive impairment.

A different T2 study (Reynolds et al., 2000, NO.90, highly rated) is a report on a one year follow up study of 108 randomised patients with PD at three centres to investigate the differences between care provided by the hospital based PD nurse specialist (PDNS) compared with the consultant neurologist (control). Only two out of 22 differences were found where physical functioning and general health improved more in the control group. Provision of PDNS for patients with PD cannot therefore be recommended solely on cost-effectiveness grounds because of similar outcomes but increased costs with PDNS providing additional care. However, medical and nursing specialists valued their complementary expertise and patient and carers responses to consultations also reflect that PDNS make particular contributions to their care.

In terms of UK medium rated studies, Zarb (1992, NO.8) highlighted issues faced by users ageing with PD including transport, housing and financial issues and the role of the PD Society. Trend et al. (2002, NO.193, medium rating) investigated ‘non-pharmacological approaches to the management of PD’ concentrating on the impact of multidisciplinary rehabilitation and a supportive programme of group education (however, cognitively impaired patients were not recruited). It was found that intensive multi-disciplinary rehabilitation for people with PD and their carers results in immediate improvements in patients’ mobility, speech, depression and health-related quality of life, but no change in carer well-being. There was some unmet need for social services identified.

Parkinson’s Disease Society (2002, NO.114, medium rated) is a survey (256 respondents) on the standards of care received in hospital where patients are admitted for Parkinson’s related treatment or for other treatments. It was found that only 52 per cent received their Parkinson’s medication at the correct time (yet this is critical). Only 27 per cent of staff understood the on/off syndrome nature of Parkinson’s. Patients appeared unable to access the PD Nurse Specialist whilst in hospital and communication, mobility and special dietary needs were unmet. The recommendation is that patients should be permitted to play a more active role in the management of their condition whilst in hospital (for example, being able to self-administer medication).

Other locations

Five (T2) studies came from ‘other locations. The only highly rated T2 study reviewed was by Chrischelles et al. (1998, NO.75) and was a quality of life survey attempting to show associations between stage of disease and health related quality of life but did not report user experiences. A different study (USA) Rubenstei et al. (1999, NO.197; medium rated) surveyed a group of patients from a range of hospitals across Iowa. The study is a trial of the instrument HRQL (health Related Quality of
Life) and although it appears to show that the measure can be self-administered, there are no user experiences reported.

Mercer (1996, NO.130; medium rated) found that patients enrolled on a health management programme (PROPATH) experienced perceived improvement in general health and psychological well-being compared to patients treated in the usual way. Particularly noted was reduction in days of fatigue and decrease in psychological distress. However, PROPATH enrolment had no significant effect on patient satisfaction with medical care but did result in significant reduction in patient visits to their physician or hospital. However, the majority of physicians did not find PROPATH helpful in developing the treatment plan, management of the illness, prior identification of problems or identification of drug side effects. It appears to have a useful role in assisting patients to perceive their whole psychological well-being and general health.

Another study rated ‘medium’ (Siderowf et al., 2002, NO.224) aimed to assess quality of life using preference-based scales and compare scores with measures of clinical severity. The study involved 97 patients with PD (patients with cognitive impairment excluded). The findings were that the preference-based measures (PBM) tested correlated highly with standard measure of disease severity and health-related quality of life. However, there were substantial differences between the scores derived from the PBM. This has important implications for the interpretation of cost effectiveness analysis (CEA). PBM also have a role to play as generic measures of health-related quality of life: they are simple to interpret for professionals and may be particularly appropriate for guiding the use of symptomatic therapies. However, there were notable limitations of the study. The sample was non-random and not necessarily representative. Patients with very mild and the most severe symptoms were underrepresented and there was no discussion of patient views on the use of PBMs.

The final study, (Lacroix et al., 1995, NO.92, medium rating) reported on ‘patient statements’ from Switzerland (Swiss Parkinson’s Association). It was found that there are ‘psychological costs’ of PD (additional burden of fluctuating symptoms and public perceptions of symptoms, for example appearing to be intoxicated); professional costs, as many patients withdraw from social life to avoid attention, the condition can also affect communication. This can end careers, result in loss of position or retirement. There are also social costs. PD places a heavy strain on relationships with relatives (especially when the role overlaps with ‘carer’) and financial costs, as not all additional costs are met by health insurance or other forms of social support. Other patients want better information from the start about their condition, better understanding about their medication, and stress the importance of paramedical help (physical/occupational therapy).
Summary of users with PD experiences (highly rated studies marked *)

- *The diagnosis-giving process is often not handled well by GPs or specialists. On-going communication with professionals is similarly poor. Many users do not know about other available services such as respite care and that under-reporting of symptoms (especially depression) is common.

- *Users report high dissatisfaction with peri-operative management with 94 per cent complaining of confusion or worsening of their condition post-operatively and that medical administration problems are common.

- *Mobility issues; falls; work-related problems; problems in household management, social isolation and limited leisure; difficulty taking holidays, financial problems, premature retirement from work leading to reduced income; more health-related costs, depression, loss of control, speech difficulties and cognitive impairment are all important to users

- *Provision of PD nurse specialist (PDNS) compared with the consultant cannot be recommended solely on cost-effectiveness grounds because of similar outcomes but increased costs with PDNS providing additional care. However, patient and carers feel PDNS make particular contributions to their care.

- Patients need to become empowered to take control of their illness and so ensure that it does not impair their quality of life.

- Patients have knowledge and experience and a desire to manage their own condition and these three factors should be harnessed to ensure that resources are used wisely and appropriate services provided

- Patients should have the right to make informed choices on issues such as whether to take part in drug trials and on the pros and cons of a particular treatment and its adverse effects.

- Healthcare professionals and policy makers need to understand that their own perceptions of health may differ from those of their patients.

- Users want to be listened to by professionals and want their experience to be valued and respected.

- Users should have the right to make informed choices over whether to take certain drugs for PD.

- Users need more advice on medical and lifestyle issues. They feel they have a lower quality of life due to lack of key services.

- As a group, users are well able to say what a good service should look like.
**General Articles**

This section draws together findings from papers that relate to service users outside the target group. The scope and scale of the papers varies enormously as did the confidence with which the expert panel rated the papers.

There were a number of highly regarded projects whose central function was to ascertain the views and experiences of disabled people, notably Begum (1996 NO.4), Clarke (2002, NO.5), Johnson (1995, NO.28, highly rated), Lamb & Lazell (1995, NO.141), Essex Coalition of Disabled People (2002, NO.138) and Shah (2001, NO.3). Other studies, such as Forester-Jones *et al.* (2002, NO.19, highly rated), Preston-Shoot (2001, NO.20), Rea & Rea (2000, NO.15, highly rated), Solas (1995, NO.23, highly rated) and Williams (2001 NO.195, highly rated) were also rated with confidence although their messages were more general.

A number of the general articles solely detailed service users’ experience of particular types of treatment rather than user experiences of receiving services - Trail (2001, NO.151, rated medium) on the benefits of various wheelchairs, Ryan & Johnson (2002, NO.194, rated low) on the use of complementary and alternative medicines by patients attending neurology clinics, Mukai *et al.* (2001, NO.159, rated low) on hypnotics, Neimeier and Burnett (2001, NO.38, rated high) reviews the literature on the extent and nature of patients’ bereavement associated with the loss of limbs or function, O’Callaghan (1996, NO.44, rated low) on song writing by palliative care patients – and therefore are not considered further here.

Begum’s highly rated report (1996, NO.4) explored disabled women’s experience of General Practitioners (GPs). GPs are often the passport to whole range of services and support and therefore can have a massive impact on the lives of disabled women. However, disabled women’s relationship with their GPs are often problematic, it was felt they were often viewed as disabled first and women second resulting in GPs being reluctant to acknowledge disabled women’s need for women’s health services. GPs prejudices and low expectations of disabled women influences the sort of support they receive and can lead to women not being adequately supported in making informed decisions and choices particularly around contraception and pregnancy.

NO.138 (Essex Coalition of Disabled People, 2002, rated high) is a guide written for support workers and personal assistants by a group of disabled people. The particular focus is on people who have language but do not use speech. Communication difficulties are linked to impairment/condition but greater difficulty is caused by ‘speaking’ people not having the experience, time or commitment to try to understand and be inclusive. The guide provides examples of good and bad practice when seeking to include disabled people with communication difficulties.

Shah (2001, NO.3) was a highly rated and recommended study that focused on the experience of health services of disabled people from minority ethnic communities (south Asian and afro-Caribbean). Group and individual interviews highlighted a range of issues including cultural insensitivity across a range of services and the physical barriers that prevents many people accessing health and social care facilities. The report further details their collective response via self-help groups. The
The report was particularly recommended for its clear layout, use of illustrations and availability online making it accessible to users and professionals. Similarly Clark (2002, NO.5) was highly rated as an exemplar of research collecting service user views. It contains important recommendations for the provision of accessible information within the NHS. The importance of disseminating and acting on user views is highlighted.

Solas’ highly rated paper (1995, NO.23) discusses the importance for social workers, although his findings equally relate to other health and social care professionals, of listening to clients’ stories/narratives. This method is seen as much more user-centred and provides space for service users to explore the ways their conditions impact of their lives and to explore what their priorities are.

Williams (2001, NO.195, rated high) is an editorial reviewing the literature and development of involving consumers in research. Key messages from this piece are that health professionals remain uncertain about which consumers to involve, which methods of participation to select and how to adequately support user involvement. It was noted that to move from merely consulting users to working in partnership with them and their organisations requires ensuring service users are fully involved from the beginning of the research process and that decision-making is shared. Furthermore it was recognised that genuine consumerism means hearing voices that speak ‘for the perspectives, ideas, interests and values of patients, users and carers as they define them’.

Pooley et al. (2001, NO.21, rated medium) relates to people living with diabetes but includes important generalisable findings. Issues around time and specifically lack of time were highlighted. Lack of time fragments care, leads to inadequate consultations, and prevents professionals from adequately listening to patients and addressing their needs. The papers also recognised that patients’ ability to self-manage their condition and treatment can be seriously damaged by structures and professional practice that disempower them.

Preston-Shoot (2001, NO.20, rated medium) reviews four studies of complaint procedures as a way of assessing user views/redress. Considerable barriers still limit the numbers of users going down the ‘complaints path’ and staff making the decision to ‘whistle blow’. The paper’s overall conclusion is that complaint procedures have had little impact in effecting the service changes desired by service users. Rea and Rea (2000, NO.15, rated high) discuss different ways of assessing and integrating user views within the context of mental health services. It was deemed particularly important to ensure service users are involved in service planning and delivery and not just in the retrospective evaluation of services.
Key points from General literature (highly rated studies marked *)

• *Disabled women’s relationships with their GPs are often problematic with the result that they are viewed as disabled first and women second. GP prejudice and low expectations of disabled women can lead to women not being adequately supported in making informed decisions and choices particularly around contraception and pregnancy.*

• *Communication difficulties are sometimes linked to impairment/condition but greater difficulty is caused by ‘speaking’ people not having the experience, time or commitment to try to understand and be inclusive.*

• *Disabled people from minority ethnic communities (south Asian and afro-Caribbean) experience cultural insensitivity across a range of services and physical barriers that prevent many people accessing health and social care facilities.*

• *The provision of accessible information within the NHS is important, as is acting on user views*

• *It is important for social workers, to listen to clients’ stories/narratives. This method is seen as much more user-centred and provides space for service users to explore the ways their conditions impact of their lives and to explore their priorities*

• *Health professionals remain uncertain about which consumers to involve, which methods of participation to select and how to adequately support user involvement. Genuine consumerism means hearing voices that speak ‘for the perspectives, ideas, interests and values of patients, users and carers as they define them’. *

• *Disabled people can and want to take control of the management of their impairment/conditions. However, disempowering professional attitudes and practice can limit this*

• *Inclusive practice is vital to ensure equitable access to services, most notably in relation to physical and communicative access and cultural and gender sensitivity. *

• *Service user consultation and involvement in research must have tangible results and particular attention should be paid to ensuring findings are suitably disseminated.*
Conclusion
Within the confines of a brief review of the available literature it has been possible only to identify the main themes and issues that are important to service users concerning their experiences in using health and social care services.

In terms of main themes (highly rated studies only) from the ‘sudden onset’ group (A) the following are identified:

- *Neurosurgeons sometimes over-state the degree of recovery and normal functioning in patients when comparison is made with patient and family members’ own evaluations.

- *Users find information about their condition helps them to cope with medical procedures and to manage their health generally.

- *Users have difficulty accepting information from hospital staff at times of crisis. Users’ families benefit from information as much as users themselves; users find that new information on their condition can lead to networking opportunities, that these are mutually beneficial and that they have changed their behaviour based on information received.

- *TBI patients report substantially higher levels of independent living in terms of participation and productivity than those with SCI. This may be because supported employment is offered routinely to the TBI population whereas those with SCI tend not to benefit.

- *Most users with polio are now older people (many post retirement). Many experienced very poor treatment from health and social care services as children, some appear to be psychologically damaged by these experiences, memories of which sometimes return.

- *Ageing with polio comprises two sets of experience – impairment effects may compound each other. Users found the physical consequences of impairment difficult to cope with – ageing made these worse.

- *As polio has been almost completely eradicated, users feel forgotten by services – especially from service planning and provision.

- *There is a general lack of professional understanding about polio – particularly from the medical profession. Post polio syndrome (PPS) was not well understood by doctors – some users are made to feel that they are hypochondriacs.

- *There is a general lack of specialist clinics for people with polio and problems with travelling to large hospital sites and lack of routine check ups for users.

- *Users report nurses post injury assist in getting ‘back together as a person’

- *Adequate personal assistance is related to the ability to maintain good physical and mental health
• *Inadequate personal assistance leads to extended hospital stays, threats to safety, poor nutrition and poor personal hygiene. Individuals who rely on family alone found they suffer from burnout, family role change and economic strain.

• *Users experience problems obtaining sufficient personal assistance (PA). Lack of PA also creates difficulties in using and maintaining adaptive equipment.

• *Patients experience discomfort during group presentations on sensitive topics. There is generally insufficient information, and a direct, open style is preferred for giving information.

• *Patients would find written information about their medical condition useful to show to their GP who may not be acquainted with their medical status

• *Users need more information on fertility and parenthood

• *Users with the best health combine assistance by relatives with that given by unrelated persons

• *Pain management avenues are not always thoroughly explored

• *Cognitive Behaviour Therapy helps patients acquire new skills in controlling anxiety, controlling depressed mood, living as a person with sexual needs, coping with future problems, improving communication and assertion skills. It is recommended that CBT should be a standard component of rehabilitation for patients.

• *Service organisation and delivery is unlikely to improve unless service users (particularly those with atypical needs) are more actively engaged in shaping services

In respect of Group B, ‘intermittent/unpredictable’ conditions the main findings (highly rated studies only) are as follows:

• *Users want more information to be given on their condition and its management. Receptiveness to information is key to understanding.

• *Specialist nurses improve communication between patients and healthcare providers.

• *Epilepsy surgery is frequently effective in weaning patients off anti-epileptic drugs

• *Users want to work, drive, have independence, socialise and have freedom from drugs
*The social and personal aims to accompany relief of epilepsy identified by patients are consistent with the literature on psychosocial adjustment to epilepsy

*The majority of users rate services highly

*Some studies note that the doctor’s interpersonal style is influential in affecting patient satisfaction overall. This includes being approachable and accessible

*Patient education should be seen as central to health professionals involved in epilepsy care

*The negative impact on other family members is an area highlighted as needing more research

Users want to see more effective communication from health care service providers

Users want more information on side effects of medication and antiepileptic drug use in pregnancy

There is a particular call for medical and health care staff to spend more time explaining diagnoses to patients

Users voice support for specialist nurse run provision of services. These services appear to improve communication deficits experienced elsewhere in the system

In relation to Group C, ‘progressive’ conditions the main themes (highly rated studies only) are:

*Users expressed a wish to have access to emotional support, counselling and/or psychotherapy. The few who had experienced psychotherapy had found this helpful. The emotional needs of their parents and siblings were often not recognised.

*Experiences of the education training and employment systems varied. There were some reports of dissatisfaction with schools and discrimination in employment.

*Professionals were insufficiently familiar with their particular condition. Most users were quite satisfied with their regular GP. Most cases of insensitive or unsatisfactory medical treatment relate to experiences in hospital.

*Aging brings an increase in physical problems but few users visit their GP for regular checks and the majority had not seen a consultant or physiotherapist for at least five years. Users express anxiety about the future, particularly in relation to further physical deterioration.
• Time taken to obtain home equipment and adaptations is often too long. Social work support is viewed favourably in around 50% of cases. Occupational Therapy (OT) received was satisfactory in around 60% of cases.

• There are endemic tensions and creativity in multi-disciplinary working - these can have positive or negative effects on service users. There is a danger that the 'culture of professionalism' negates user views and 'listening to users' involves moving from reactive crises management to proactive crises prevention services.

• If a concept of ‘total care (social, emotional and psychological needs) is adopted there are ‘glaring deficiencies’ such as skilled counsellors, lack of support at crisis points and lack of coherence between professionals especially when creating a bridge between core medical needs and wider social needs.

• Hospital staff have limited knowledge and skills in caring for people with CP. Basic care needs are not being adequately addressed during hospitalisation. Changes in nursing assessment, continuing education and discharge planning are recommended.

• Cerebral palsy related pain is under-treated in the adult population with CP. Despite the reported helpfulness of the pain interventions, however, most are only being used by a small amount of patients.

• Users are concerned about the lack of knowledge and understanding of MND displayed by many medical professionals and by the general public. They also experience a lack of information about the diagnosis. This view is held by many patients within Motor Neurone Disease Association (MNDA) groups.

• Health professionals require advice and information from people with expertise such as MNDA advisers.

• Many patients are referred to non-neurological specialists, which they feel delays the diagnosis of MND.

• Speedy diagnosis is essential for MND patients. Education of medical and health professionals to identify early symptoms of MND would enable patients to make the most of remaining time.

• At diagnosis, there is a great need for sensitive handling (by the neurologist and other health professionals). Patients should have a relative or friend present when diagnosis is given.

• MNDA should continue influencing the education of GPs and other health and social care professionals about the early symptoms of MND and encourage early referral to neurologists, encouraging the latter to ensure that patients are not told the diagnosis alone, that professional counselling is available and influencing service providers to urgently supply grants for adaptations and equipment (especially the supply of wheelchairs).
• *Since MND is progressive, degenerative and rapid, patients require fast tracking for a number of aids and adaptations. Generally speaking, the ordering systems for equipment appear to fail people as the disease progresses faster than the items can be delivered.

• *Patients can deteriorate quickly, so their needs change quickly, while services are only able to react slowly

• * Continuity of care personnel; fast track referrals to paramedical personnel; equipment availability and timely delivery; having named key workers and palliative symptom management are important to users

• *Many GPs and hospital specialists were deficient in explanations to patients. District and night nurses were well regarded. Health visitors and social workers receive less approval.

• *Patients complain that they see a different doctor on every hospital visit and explaining matters to them was deficient in half of cases. Health professionals should allot more time to ensuring adequate explanations are provided. More graphic explanations of medical information is requested.

• *The MS Society believe much money could be saved if there was concerted action to ensure spending was focused to best effect, for example, the cost of inpatient admissions to treat MS attacks could be reduced significantly through continuity of care rather than crisis intervention. As MS services are ‘fragmented’, the role of co-ordinating health worker with specialist knowledge of the disease is ‘critical’.

• *Patients who under thalamotomy for the intention tremor report mixed views on its success. Surgery reduces tremor in some patients but does not always translate into quality of life improvements.

• *Specialist nurses improve patients’ lives but do not necessarily reduce the ‘cost to the public purse of caring for MS patients’.

• *Users with MS are more likely to experience pain, the longer they have the disease.

• *A considerable proportion of users have problems with standard issue wheelchairs, including technical, propulsion and general discomfort issues.

• * Prolonging home care and postponing early institutionalisation is a high priority

• *Using patient self-report scales (patient perspective) can be useful in guiding the physical examination, in making comparisons from visit to visit and in assessing patient’s quality of life and increasing patient satisfaction with medical care.

• *Users with MS wish to gain control over uncertainty, dependency and physical and emotional decline.
• The diagnosis-giving process is often not handled well by GPs or specialists. Ongoing communication with professionals is similarly poor. Many users do not know about other available services such as respite care and that under-reporting of symptoms (especially depression) is common.

• Users report high dissatisfaction with peri-operative management with 94 per cent complaining of confusion or worsening of their condition post-operatively and that medical administration problems are common.

• Mobility issues; falls; work-related problems; problems in household management, social isolation and limited leisure; difficulty taking holidays, financial problems, premature retirement from work leading to reduced income; more health-related costs, depression, loss of control, speech difficulties and cognitive impairment are all important to users.

• Provision of PD nurse specialist (PDNS) compared with the consultant cannot be recommended solely on cost-effectiveness grounds because of similar outcomes but increased costs with PDNS providing additional care. However, patient and carers feel PDNS make particular contributions to their care.
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